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Biography
Lizbeth Williamson is a Celebrity Make up Artist whose work seamlessly runs through many
genres, including film, HDTV, beauty and fashion editorial shoots, advertising campaigns, and
red carpet events. Yet it is through her passionate devotion to film and TV where she has
made her unforgettable mark.
Lizbeth's ability to get into the mind of a character and define individuals’ unique, physical
appearances has led to many, notable collaborations on film and on TV. Creating iconic
make up imagery is her passion and she has been fortunate to have worked on some
memorable, pop culture projects.
On “Gattaca,” Lizbeth was the personal Make up Artist for Uma Thurman, on whom she
created a “perfect,” genetically engineered woman in the future. On the NBC comedy
“Jesse,” she was largely responsible for Christina Applegate’s remarkable transformation from
“Kelly Bundy” into the much softer beauty “Jesse.” In David Lynch’s “Twin Peaks” Lizbeth is the
one who originated the signature look of defined eyebrows and dark lips, even designing the
guise of the dead, Laura Palmer, who ironically had the most publicized make up on the show.
These innovative make up looks of Lizbeth’s graced the covers of Time and Newsweek during
“Twin Peak’s” monumental popularity.
What’s more, Lizbeth also showcases her beauty expertise in editorial, press, and personal
appearances. Truly, she is the "go to" Make up Artist for many top magazine Beauty Editors
and writers. She loves sharing her fast and fun makeup tips culled from working with legendary
actresses such as Bridget Fonda, Mary-Louise Parker, and Brooke Shields. Her make up and
beauty quotes can be been seen in Allure, Glamour, In Style, Vogue, Vanity Fair, Self, and
Interview magazines.
Lizbeth also lends her talents to beauty companies doing spokesperson work, and to television,
where she often is featured as an on-camera Make up Expert.
For the last three years, Lizbeth has been the celebrity make up expert on Infomercials for
Proactive skincare. She was the Spokesperson for Physicians Formula Cosmetics from 20012004. On their behalf, Lizbeth attended media events, beauty editor desksides, and product
launches, in the US and Canada. Prior to that, she was the Celebrity Make up Artist for "La
Bella Donna" Mineral make up line.
In addition, Lizbeth has also appeared on-camera demonstrating key make up trends and
techniques on TV shows in Los Angeles, San Diego, New York City, and the surrounding Tri-State
area. She has also appeared on "Fox Style," “E! Network,” “Full Frontal,” and other shows.
Lizbeth lives in Silver Lake, California with her family and their two toy poodles.

www.lizbethwilliamson.com

